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DEDICATION

is book is dedicated to the true YOU and the Goddess who dwells in this heart.
She is all and all that will ever be. It is dedicated to everyone who is searching for
the true ground of existence. It is dedicated to the heart, which is thirsty for the

nectar of  being. is manual is for you, because you are all.

And of course most intimately, this book is also dedicated to the people who
guided me on my path, Alex, Julie, all my teachers and my three beautiful

children, Noah, Issael and Nils.
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INTRODUCTION

Dear Reader,

I am a practitioner of yoga who has been fortunate enough to extensively journey
through the practice of yoga, and also to be taught Hatha and Kundalini Yoga from
an authentic Indian lineage.

I have spent many years providing teacher training in Hatha and Kundalini Yoga in
Austria and France. is book began as a handout to help my students grasp the
knowledge they were receiving and to give them a set of practical guidelines to
follow during their training. However, it has since evolved into an exploration of
the secrets of Indian mysticism and the roots of yoga. In this book, we will explore
the history, philosophy, and practice of yoga in the light of its historical sources and
scriptural heritage. I chose this path not because I am interested in di ing through
the ashes of the past, but because I want to search for the re that is hidden within.

e goal is always to truly animate one’s body, heart, and spirit. A er all, what is
now ashes wishes to be re once more.

We all have the responsibility to elevate our own unique re from the past and
make it shine as a light for everyone else.

I hope that every seeker can pro t from this precious gi  which o ers a gentle way
of understanding Kundalini Yoga – perhaps in such a way as you have never
understood it before.

May the goddess bless you.

PRESENTATION OF THE TEXT

is is a manual about yoga and the Indian culture behind it. As small changes can
lead to completely di erent meanings, a great deal of emphasis will be placed on
the correct pronunciation and spelling of Sanskrit words. As an example the word
for the heart chakra, anāhata means ‘unstruck’, while the word anahata means ‘not
uninjured’, ‘not unwashed’. To avoid ambiguity and errors caused by the
romanisation of words, italicised Devanagari transcripts (IAST) occur throughout
the book, to help familiarise the readers with the actual Sanskrit terms and help
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them grasp the wide semantic range of each word.

Nevertheless this book is intended for a more general readership rather than for
scholars of Sanskrit. erefore, at the end of this book, I have added a glossary
explaining some of the terms. I have also le  some originally Sanskrit words in
English as they are now in common use, such as Kundalini Yoga (kuṇḍalinīyoga),
Hatha Yoga (haṭhayoga), and many more. I have no academic background in
Sanskrit, nor am I a native English speaker. I am simply a dedicated yogi.

Please, enjoy this book from the fullness of your heart.

By concentrating on the lotus of the heart, there arises a

state of sorrowless joy, which is infused with inner light.

Such a state anchors the mind in a state of freedom.

Yoga-sūtra-bhāṣya (1 : 36)
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YOUR SAṂKALPA

WHAT IS YOUR HEART’S INTENT?

If you do not know it, now it is the time to discover it. Write it down just here.
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WHAT IS YOGA?

yogaś citta-vṛtti-nirodhaḥ

Pātañjalayogasūtra, (1:2)

In all its forms, yoga is the answer to humankind’s fundamental questions. e West
sought answers in science, while the East turned to spirituality.

What and why am I? Why is there a reality? What is its meaning? What is its nature?
Who is the individual within it?

e West examined matter and measured it. e East contemplated experience and
explored it. Yoga is a phenomenological science that concerns itself with the
phenomenon of experience. Measurable reality is subordinate to internal
experience. is approach is valid if one considers that all reality must rst pass
through the experiencer before it can become meaningful.

e yogas are an investigation into one’s own nature and that of the existence that
lies within. Furthermore, they o er a path from which to realise one’s true nature
beyond the phenomena of transitory experience.

Yājñavalkya de nes yoga as the union of the individual self with the supreme soul.
Patañjali describes it as the stilling of the patterns of consciousness. Abhinava
Gupta de nes it as the realisation of one’s eternal nature. All of these de nitions
are correct and useful – the only di erences being in the method of practice rather
than the nal goal. Yājñavalkya o ers us the science of kuṇḍalinī as a means to
elevate the individual soul. Patañjali teaches us puri cation of mind to reach nal
stillness, and Abhinava Gupta o ers us tantra as a way to connect with the heart of
all, and realise one’s own true and ever-expanded being.

In all of its de nitions and forms, yoga is an investigation of one’s eternal being. Yet
it transcends even that, for it is the science of how to reach this being, which is your
essential nature.

It is an invaluable gi  for mankind.
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